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Outcomes Upper Intermediate Class Audio Cd
Real situations, real language, real outcomes. The second edition of "Outcomes" is the
only course that is consistently focused on helping students achieve the real world
communicative outcomes they want and need. This lexically rich course emphasises
students' need to have the conversations in English that they would in their own
language. This new edition contains more contemporary and global content, reflecting
English as it is used in the world and is visible via rewritten texts and new National
Geographic photos and videos. There is a strong emphasis on real and natural English
usage so students can develop the English language skills necessary for the real world.
Innovations is a new five-level general English course for classes looking for new
material with a fresh approach. Based on a language-rich, lexical/grammatical syllabus,
it starts from the kinds of natural conversations that learners want to have.
Outcomes presents English as it is used in the world through contemporary, global
content and stunning National Geographic photos and videos. Its trademark lexicallyrich approach shows students how vocabulary works, and the evenly-paced grammar
syllabus provides examples and tasks based on what people actually say and write.
With a huge variety of talking points and practice, Outcomes teaches students the
English they need to communicate outside the classroom. Six inspiring National
Geographic videos provide real, global input Twelve Conversation Practice sections
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provide a model and practice for real, natural output The Pronunciation sections help
students hear language as it's really used An online Vocabulary Builder allows students
to personalise vocabulary learning by developing their own word lists and testing
themselves
Accessible teaching notesExtra ideas and developmental tips
"Just when you thought it couldn't get any better!" A new edition of the best-selling
English File - the best way to get your students talking.A blend of completely new
lessons, updated texts and activities, together with the refreshing and fine-tuning of
some favourite lessons from New English File - English File third edition provides the
right mix of language, motivation, and opportunity to get students talking.English File
third edition offers more support for teachers and students. Teacher's Book provides
over 100 photocopiables to save preparation time, plus extra tips and ideas. Classroom
Presentation Tool brings your classroom to life with the Student's Book and Workbook,
on-screen andinteractive.
With its communicative syllabus, authentic business material, and expert tips from a
leading management school, plus interactive multi-media, Business Result helps
students learn the communication skills they need for work quickly and effectively.
Outcomes is a completely new general English course in which: Natural, real-world
grammar and vocabulary help students to succeed in social, professional, and
academic settings CEF goals are the focus of communication activities where students
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learn and practise the language they need to have conversations in English Clear
outcomes in every lesson of every unit provide students with a sense of achievement
as they progress through the course.
'Speakout' is a 6-level general English course for adults, bridging the gap between the
classroom and the real world helping students express themselves in English.
Popular features improved and updated in response to feedback from Matrix users. Systematic
building of key vocabulary to cover up-to-date exam topics. Effective production: speaking
practice in every lesson on a wide range of topics, and step-by-step guidance for writing a
variety of text types. Grammar knowledge checked and activated in use. Strong focus on
culture. Exam tips, techniques, and practice of exam-type tasks to give students confidence in
the exam.
IELTS - The Complete Guide to Academic Reading takes you step by step, from a basic
understanding of the IELTS exam to a point where you have the necessary skills and
confidence to take the exam. You will be introduced to twelve question types commonly used
in the IELTS exam: Short answers Sentence completion Summary completion Multiple choice
Table completion Labelling flowcharts / processes Matching Paragraph selection True, False,
Not Given Yes, No, Not Given Headings Diagrams
With its combination of stimulating, informational content and systematic skills work, Language
Leader is the ideal course to develop students' analytical and communicative skills.
Information-rich topics and texts immerse adult learners in themes and issues from around the
world so that English is more relevant.
Additional language practiceLearner tipsLanguage notesVocabulary Builder quizzes
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A searing indictment of global finance, exploring how the banking sector grew from a supporter
of business to the biggest business in the world, and showing how societies might fight against
financial hegemony Financial journalist Nicholas Shaxson first made his reputation studying
the “resource curse,” seeing first-hand the disastrous economic and societal effects of the
discovery of oil in Angola. He then gained prominence as an expert on tax havens, revealing
the dark corners of that world long before the scandals of the Panama and Paradise Papers.
Now, in The Finance Curse, revised with chapters exclusive to this American edition, he takes
us on a terrifying journey through the world economy, exposing tax havens, monopolists,
megabanks, private equity firms, Eurobond traders, lobbyists, and a menagerie of scoundrels
quietly financializing our entire society, hurting both business and individuals. Shaxson shows
we got here, telling the story of how finance re-engineered the global economic order in the
last half-century, with the aim not of creating wealth but extracting it from the underlying
economy. Under the twin gospels of “national competitiveness” and “shareholder value,”
megabanks and financialized corporations have provoked a race to the bottom between states
to provide the most subsidized environment for big business, have encouraged a brain drain
into finance, and have fostered instability, inequality, and turned a blind eye to the spoils of
organized crime. From Ireland to Iowa, Shaxson shows the insidious effects of financialization
on our politics and on communities who were promised paradise but got poverty wages
instead. We need a strong financial system—but when it grows too big it becomes a monster.
The Finance Curse is the explosive story of how finance got a stranglehold on society, and
reveals how we might release ourselves from its grasp.
A new general English course which focuses very strongly on student motivation and
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communicative speaking outcomes. Package includes DVDs and interactive whiteboard
resources.
Outcomes is a completely new general English course in which: Natural, real-world grammar
and vocabulary help students to succeed in social, professional, and academic settings CEF
goals are the focus of communication activities where students learn and practice the language
they need to have conversations in English Clear outcomes in every lesson of every unit
provide students with a sense of achievement as they progress through the course
'Speakout' is a 6-level general English course for adults developed in association with the
BBC; bridging the gap between the classroom and the real world helping students express
themselves in English.
Using an inquiry-based approach to learning, Oxford Discover develops the communication
skills and thinking skills students need for success in the 21st century. Who are your family and
friends? Where can we see colors? How can we make music? Oxford Discover uses Big
Questions such as these to tap into students' natural curiosity. It enables them to ask their own
questions, find their own answers, and explore the world around them. This approach to
language learning and literacy,supported by a controlled grammar and skills syllabus, helps
students achieve near-native fluency in English. Oxford Discover gives teachers the tools to
develop children's 21st century skills, creating young thinkers with great futures. Use with
Show and Tell as part of 9-level course.
The Students' Book has a motivating DVD spread at the end of every unit. Based on authentic
clips from the BBC's rich archive, these lessons are designed to consolidate language and act
as a springboard for further speaking and writing tasks. Upper Intermediate: B2 to B2+, Global
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Scale of English 59-75
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course content from
Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the experts at Cambridge English
Language Assessment. The Upper Intermediate Student's Book gives learners an immediate
sense of purpose and clear learning objectives. It provides core grammar and vocabulary input
alongside a mix of skills. Speaking lessons offer a unique combination of functional language,
pronunciation and conversation skills, alongside video filmed in the real world. Each unit ends
with a consolidation of core language from the unit and focuses on writing within the context of
a highly communicative mixed-skills lesson. This version of the Student's Book does not
provide access to the video, assessment package and online workbook. A version with full
online access is available separately.
A new course with a strong focus on student motivation and communicative outcomes. The
package includes DVDs and interactive whiteboard resources.

The Teacher's Book is accompanied by a DVD-ROM with tests in both PDF and
editable Word format, along with a series of teacher training videos. There is also
additional photocopiable material in the Teacher's Book, with a focus on material
for the Speaking test.
Outcomes is a completely new general English course in which: Natural, realworld grammar and vocabulary help students to succeed in social, professional,
and academic settings CEF goals are the focus of communication activities
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where students learn and practise the language they need to have conversations
in English Clear outcomes in every lesson of every unit provide students with a
sense of achievement as they progress through the course
Featuring remarkable people communicating passionately and persuasively, TED
Talks provide the ELT classroom with inspiring ideas and an unparalleled source
of authentic language input.
Do you hate teaching some aspects of grammar? Do you ever feel frustrated that
your students just don’t get it? Well, in Grammar Nonsense, Andrew Walkley
and Hugh Dellar argue that you shouldn’t really blame yourself. The fault lies
largely with the way grammar rules and methods have been passed down
through training and published material and become established as the way of
doing things: a straightjacket that we need to escape from. Through an
entertaining series of rants and meditations on all things grammatical, from the
use of the word grammar to the horror of teaching verb patterns, they aim to pull
apart rules which we give without thinking and to question approaches to practice
that are seen as a must. Along the way, you’ll not only learn how published
materials get written and about ideas such as the transformation fallacy and
grammar olives, but you’ll also get plenty of practical suggestions as to what to
do about all this nonsense.
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OutcomesNational Geographic Learning
Outcomes is a completely new general English course in which: . Natural, realworld grammar and vocabulary help students to succeed in social, professional,
and academic settings . CEF goals are the focus of communication activities
where students learn and practise the language they need to have conversations
in English . Clear outcomes in every lesson of every unit provide students with a
sense of achievement as they progress through the course
INNOVATIONS is a new five-level general English course for classes looking for
new material with a fresh approach. Based on a language-rich,
lexical/grammatical syllabus, it starts from the kinds of natural conversations that
learners want to have. Online Teacher Training available!
Extensive reading improves fluency and there is a real need in the ELT
classroom for contemporary graded material that will stimulate students. John
Lennon: Nowhere Boy is based on the 2009 hit British film about the iconic
musician growing up as a rebellious but gifted teenager in 1950s' Liverpool. The
enduring global success of the Beatles and the continued interest in Lennon's life
and music make this an appealing reader for older teenagers.
Business Benchmark helps students get ahead with their Business English
vocabulary and skills and gives them grammar practice in business contexts. The
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Audio Cassettes contain all the recorded material for the listening activities in
both editions of Business Benchmark 2, including BEC practice test listening.
A new, refreshed edition of the five-level English course for teenagers, with a
clear structure, supported approach to speaking, practice, and exam preparation
still at its heart.Solutions has been thoroughly modernized with 80% new content
to draw in students, embed the grammar and vocabulary presented, and engage
them in the tasks. Its guided approach builds up every student's confidence,
through step-by-step objectives, lots of practice, meaningful
personalizationactivities, and exam preparation tasks.The course now embraces
a wide range of teaching methods, furnishing the teacher with a flexible pick-andchoose package for use in the classroom, at home, and on the move. The digital
elements of the course enliven the material and allow teachers to vary the pace
and focus of their lessons.Solutions turns all students into active learners, by
offering a rich variety of learning opportunities for a whole range of abilities
through extension and revision activities in all components - giving everyone a
sense of achievement whatever their level.The Solutions Second Edition DVDROM material and worksheets bring the language to life by taking it out of the
classroom and into authentic settings.
With 100% new content, the third edition of Oxford's best-selling secondary
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course offers the tried and trusted Solutions methodology alongside fresh and
diverse material that will spark your students' interest and drive them to
succeed.Oxford University Press's best-selling course for teenagers is now
available in a third edition, providing new and exciting content that is delivered
using the successful methodology of the previous editions.The third edition offers
a brand new comprehensive listening syllabus as well as word skills lessons,
allowing students to master key listening sub skills, expand their vocabulary, and
become confident communicators. Solutions turns all students into active
learners, by offering a rich variety of learning opportunities for a whole range of
abilities through extension and revision activities in all components - giving
everyone a sense of achievement whatever their level.
Life is an exciting new six-level adult series that turns learning English into an
exploration of the world we live in by drawing on National Geographic content
such as images, articles and videos. Student's Book contains: engaging tasks
with fascinating NG content; review at end of each unit; grammar reference with
practice activities. CEF: A1-C1.
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